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DESIGN FILE

KITCHENS:

THE READY MADE REVOLUTION
RENOVATING? HERE'S HOW PRE-BUILT PERFECTION COMPARES
WITH A BESPOKE BEAUTY FOR YOUR BUSIEST ROOM
WORDS KYLIE JACKES
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pre-made
PERFECTION
EMBRACE THE LATEST LOOKS AVAILABLE AT
A COST THAT'S KIND TO YOUR WALLET
/

•

r
Coal quenchers
Whether you're considering a modular off-the-shelf
system or a custom-made flat-pack kitchen, one
of the most enticing features is cost. Flat packs are
particularly economical. "One of the most affordable
options is to use flat-pack cabinets in standard
modular sizes, boxed up ready to put together and
install yourself," explains Jeneile Kirk of flat-pack
kitchen kings, Kaboodle. "Costs vary depending on
the materials you choose and kitchen size, but for a
smaller apartment kitchen with melamine cabinets
and laminate benchtop. prices start from around
$2500 to $4500." Some flat-pack suppliers offer
online 3D planners, enabling you to map the layout
and play around with cabinet configurations so
you can visualise how your kitchen will look.
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Quick fix
Another beauty of flat packs is speed. "The wait time for custom
joinery can be a couple of weeks or even several months," says Susan
Haslev of Freedom Kitchens. "Ready-to-assemble cabinetry can be
delivered to your door in 10 working days." Installing flat-pack
cabinetry is relatively straightforward for D1Y people and there's
information online to help with the tricky bits. "There are also costs
savings in doing it yourself and a sense of satisfaction," says Jeneile.
Just ensure you leave the tricky stuff to the experts: enlist licensed
tradies to install appliances, lighting and plumbing. Also, if you covet
a stone benchtop. it will need to be cut to fit and Einished by experts.
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•

He budget savvy
"Some flat-pack companies provide itemised quotes, so you can
compare individual cabinet costs, yet be aware of differences in finish.
and quality of hardware," says Michael Caminer of Smart Pack. "Look
to use cabinets made from moisture-resistant board. A high-quality
white polyurethane door, for example, is more expensive than white
melamine or a vacuum formed door. Similarly, custom flat packs
made to fit your space often cost more than standard-sized modular
cabinetry, which may need additional filler pieces to suit your space."

"Getting that high-end look for less if easy - it comes down
to your choice of colour scheme, configuration and bow
you Style your kitchen " -Jeneiie Kirk, Kaboodle

Finishing lines

Custom extras

Gone are the days when flat pack
meant basic white. Now there's
a plethora of tones and textures
on offer, from natural bamboo
benchtops and stone-inspired
laminates to thermoformed doors
and panels in various prof lies.
"You'd be amazed how well the
latest generation of durable
high-quality laminate benchtops
simulate the look of marble,
cement and even timber with a
textured matt finish." says Susan.
There are further options to
customise; Kaboodle has a
paint-your-own-doors range to
give your kitchen a unique look.

There's plenty of scope to tailor
not only the look but also the
functionality of flat-pack
systems. "High-end features such
as Blum inner-drawer organisers,
Hettich soft-close mechanisms
or cabinet lights can take your
flat pack to the next level." says
Michael. Even with basic
cabinetry you can add chic
personal touches that will set
your kitchen apart. "Think about
which elements you'll love,
whether it's feature tap ware, a
gourmet oven or a trio of striking
textural pendants above the
kitchen bench," says Susan. >
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customCREATION
CHOOSE A MADE-TO-ORDER KITCHEN FOR
SPECIALISED STYLE - AND A CUPBOARD TO FIT
EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOUR PLATTERS

One of a kind
The beauty of bespoke lies in the detail; every element can be
specifically designed to suit your home, lifestyle and aesthetic, and
there's an unlimited spectrum of shades, textures, looks and sheens
available. Even ergonomics can be factored into the design, says
Graeme Metcalf of Dan Kitchens, with benchtops and wall cabinets
set to preferred heights. Inevitably, custom costs more than readymade. "As a general rule the more complex the design, specialised
trades and materials involved, the more the cost," says Graeme.

Outside the box
A tricky space is where customisation really shines. "It's the challenges
and quirks within an area that not only allow smart solutions but create
personality," says Chris Ruffe of Bondi Kitchens. Enlisting a design
team you trust to co-ordinate the project can be a luxury in itself.
"Bespoke projects can be quite technical and involve sourcing myriad
finishes as well as a highly skilled team." explains Graeme. A kitchen
design company can also project manage the job to co-ordinate
trades and help ensure the project runs smoothly. Expect to pay
about 10 per cent of the total project cost to cover management.

Altered heroes
While the wait time is often
more for a bespoke kitchen, the
benefit of a longer design and
manufacturer process is the
ability to make adjustments, even
after plans are drafted. This is
usually not a problem when
joinery is custom made, but it's
more difficult to change flat packs
once they are bought. "For a
bespoke fit-out, installers are
also liable for any mistakes, as
opposed to a DiYjob where it's up
to you to get it right" says Nadia
Hursky of Blue Tea Kitchens.
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Some appliances can be hidden
behind cupboard doors. The trick
for items on show is to minimise
the space between high-end
gadgetry and cabinetry. "Fridges
and microwaves, for example,
vary in size and with a custom
approach you can specify the
surrounding cabinetry within the
millimetre, so it sits flush with the
appliance, with a slender gap for
adequate ventilation," says Nadia.
To achieve the perfect fit, you will
need to choose your appliances
before the cabinetry can be made.
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Design darling -.
"The sky is the limit in terms of desigfc," says Chris Ruffe.
"You just need 3 sizeable budget, imaginative "designer
• and skilled team to make the seemingly impossible not
only possible, but functional as well." Sufficient storage
is at the top of most people's kitchen wish list and one •
of the best ways to maximise cupboard space is to go
custom. "Unlike standard-sized prefabricated cabinetry,
purpose made-to-measure custom-cabinetry can utilise
every nook and cranny," explains Nadia Hursky. W
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